Monday 11th May Writing Challenge
Make up four of your own challenges for Heracles. They can be as silly or as serious as you
like!
Step 1: Choose a verb from the yellow.
Step 2: Choose a picture from the grid.
Step 3:Write a clear sentence explaining the challenge.
For example: Heracles must collect some minute stables from a far away land and bring
them to king Eurystheus.
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Tuesday 12th May Writing Challenge
Make up four of your own mythical challenges using the pictures and verbs in the grid.
Three spaces are left blank for you in case you want to add your own ideas.
Step 1: Choose a verb from the yellow.
Step 2: Choose a picture from the grid.
Step 3:Write a clear sentence explaining the challenge.
For example: Jemima must dive through the waterfall to find the sharks hidden in a secret
cave and set them free.
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Wednesday 13th May Myth Planning
Choose 3 adjectives to describe your characters’ strengths and 3 to describe their weaknesses. Then write two sentences for each character, describing what they are like.

Hero (main character)

Villain (bad character)

Strengths and skills adjectives:

Strengths and skills adjectives:

Weaknesses and flaws adjectives:

Weaknesses and flaws adjectives:

Strengths sentence:

Strengths sentence:

Weakness sentence:

Weakness sentence:

Thursday 14th May Myth Planning
1. Think carefully and write a sentence about why your character is travelling - what is the
purpose of their journey?
2. Write a list of places they will travel through, using expanded noun phrases. For example:
a long, twisting mountain road and a freezing, snow-capped mountain.
3. How are they travelling? Is there magic involved? Is your character good at walking / running / flying? Do they enjoy the journey? Write two sentences including verbs and adverbs.
For example: Jemima strides up the mountain path quickly and effortlessly.

Journey
1. Why

2. Where

3. How

Friday 15th May Myth Planning
1. Think about where the challenge will take place and write a sentence using prepositions to
describe where things are in the place.
For example: Inside a secret cave behind a fearsome waterfall on the side of a mountain.
2. Note down who is there. For example: The hero, Jemima and her friend, an otter called Pip.
3. Write two or three simple sentences describing what happens.
For example: They wade through the waterfall and search for the secret cave. They find
the rock which hides the cave and move it. Water rushes out and the sharks inside are free to
swim away.
4. Think about how your characters feel and how they act. Write a list of adverbs which
describe how they complete the challenge.
For example: scared, tired, brave, bravely, cleverly, slowly.

Challenge
1. Where

2. Who

3. What

4. How

